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ABSTRACT
Actively engaging learners with learning materials has been shown
to be very important in the Search as Learning (SAL) setting. One
active reading strategy relies on asking so-called adjunct questions,
i.e., manually curated questions geared towards essential concepts
of the target material. However, manual question creation is imprac-
tical given the vast online content. Recent research has explored
the effects of Automatic Question Generation (AQG) on aiding
human learning. These studies have primarily focused on user stud-
ies in controlled online reading scenarios with limited documents.
However, the impacts of adjunct questions on learning in the SAL
setting, which involves learning through web searching, are not
yet well understood. This paper addresses this gap by conducting
a user study with automatically generated adjunct questions inte-
grated into the reading interface built on top of a search system. We
conducted a between-subjects user study (𝑁 = 144) to investigate
the incorporation of automatically generated adjunct questions
on participants’ learning. We employed three different question
generation strategies as well as a control condition: (i) synthesis
questions; (ii) factoid questions targeting random text spans; and
(iii) factoid questions targeting terms and phrases relevant to the
information need at hand. We present four major findings: (i) partic-
ipants who received adjunct questions exhibited significantly more
fine-grained reading behaviour, such as longer document dwell
time and more scrolls, than those without adjunct questions. How-
ever, adjunct questions’ influence on learning outcomes depends
on the AQG strategy. (ii) Question types significantly influence
participants’ reading behaviour. (iii) The adjunct questions’ target
spans significantly influence learning outcomes. Lastly, (iv) par-
ticipants’ prior knowledge levels affect adjunct questions’ effects
on their learning outcomes and their reaction to different AQG
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strategies. Our findings have significant design implications for
learning-oriented search systems. The data and code is available at
https://github.com/zpeide/AQG-AdjunctQuestions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Searching and reading online materials has become a crucial way of
learning. It is generally considered inefficient, though, to learn by
passively browsing and reading documents [24, 58]. In contrast, ac-
tively engaging learners during this process with retrieval practice
methods like adjunct questions— i.e., asking questions about specific
parts of a document to draw attention to the reading materials [24]
and retrieving information from one’s memory [12, 37]—leads to
better learning outcomes. Extensive research on the effects of asking
such questions has been conducted, and generally, it has been found
to have a positive effect on learning. However, these studies have
mostly been conducted in controlled classroom settings [35, 56, 57]
and with manually curated questions.

Considering the amount of content available on the web, this
is not a feasible approach in the Search as Learning (SAL) set-
ting, where learning behaviour commonly involves searching over
open-domain resources, targeting complex concepts instead of fact-
finding, and learning by reading and integrating knowledge across
documents [11, 16, 47, 71]. With the ever-improving generation
quality of pre-trained language models (PLM), some works have
analyzed the effectiveness and potential benefits of Automatic Ques-
tion Generation (AQG) on human learning. For example, Syed et al.
[68], Van Campenhout et al. [70] demonstrated that automatically
generated questions performed comparably to human-authored
questions. Moreover, some works [66, 68] highlighted the potential
importance of incorporating automatically generated adjunct ques-
tions. Notably, Syed et al. [68] found that in the context of reading
comprehension, learners who received automatically generated ad-
junct questions spent more time reading and paid more attention to
the reading materials than those without such questions. Addition-
ally, the impact of adjunct questions on learning outcomes varied
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the system interface used by participants for searching and learning on the assigned topic (e.g.,
radiocarbon dating considerations). The circled numbers correspond to the narrative of Section 3.1.

depending on learners’ prior knowledge. Learners with low prior
knowledge benefited from adjunct questions significantly in terms
of long-term retention, in contrast to those with human-curated or
without adjunct questions.

Despite these insights, two major limitations remain. First of all,
as a crucial way of learning, the searching component is absent
from these studies [66, 68, 70]: they focused on the controlled online
reading scenario with a relatively small number (around 100) of
questions. Secondly, these studies evaluate learning outcomes with
factoid questions instead of higher-level skills like writing. Learning
through web search engines significantly differs from the controlled
reading comprehension settings—learners choose their own queries,
have access to a much larger body of documents, and self-select
documents to view—the effect of including adjunct questions in the
SAL setting is not yet well understood.

In our study, we address this gap by investigating the effects and
factors of actively involving learners with adjunct questions inte-
grated within the reading interface built on top of a search system.
We aim to assess the impact of this setup on both learners’ be-
haviour and learning outcomes in the context of learning-oriented
search tasks. We implemented a search system that supports ad-
junct questions with a corresponding UI widget on top of the open-
source SearchX system [52], as shown in Figure 1. We conducted
a between-subjects user study with 𝑁 = 144 participants, where
participants were assigned to one of four variants: (i) Qnone, the
control condition without adjunct questions; (ii) Qsynthesis, synthe-
sis questions; (iii) Qrandom, factoid questions targeting random text

spans; and (iv) Qterm, factoid questions targeting terms and phrases
relevant to the information need at hand. Participants’ learning out-
comes were measured through two tasks: a recall-based vocabulary
learning task [11, 60, 73], and an essay writing task [11, 44, 59] that
involved higher cognitive complexity. With this user study, we aim
to answer the following research questions in a SAL setting:

RQ1 To what extent do automatically generated adjunct questions
impact participants’ behaviour and learning outcomes?

RQ2 How do characteristics of adjunct questions and participants’
prior knowledge affect participants’ learning?

We study two important question characteristics, including the
question types (factoid vs. synthesis) and the question target selec-
tion. Factoid questions require only the extraction of basic facts.
Synthesis questions require higher-level cognitive skills like inte-
grating, evaluating, and analyzing different facts.

Overall, we present four major findings. (i) Compared to the
control condition, adjunct questions have a significant influence
on participants’ behaviour, with participants in these settings dis-
playing more fine-grained reading, as evidenced by longer reading
times and scrolls, as well as fewer queries in the search session.
(ii) The question types have a significant influence on participants’
reading behaviour. With synthesis questions, participants achieve
better learning outcomes on the task that requires higher cognitive
complexity compared to those required to answer factoid questions
regarding random text spans. (iii) The target spans of adjunct ques-
tions (random vs. focused) have a significant influence on learning
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outcomes. (iv) Participants’ prior knowledge levels affect adjunct
questions’ effects on their learning outcomes and reactions to dif-
ferent AQG strategies. Participants with higher prior knowledge,
in general, achieve better learning gains.

These findings provide empirical evidence that in order to incor-
porate adjunct questions into a learning-oriented searching system
effectively, it is essential to identify learners’ learning targets and
their prior knowledge and generate types of questions accordingly.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Search as Learning
Unlike traditional ad-hoc search systems that generally consider a
user’s information need as atomic (i.e., a single information need is
covered by a single user query) [5, 6, 16], a search system designed
for SAL must be aware of the nature of users’ tasks [10, 47, 50, 71],
as these may encompass multiple rounds of interaction with the
system, with varying degrees of complexity. Over the past decade,
SAL has attracted considerable attention, and many different ap-
proaches which touch different parts of the search system to help
users learn while searching have been proposed.

Backend adaptations. Search systems are naturally complex, with
multiple components working together to help the user search for
relevant documents. While many prior SAL works have focused
on front-end adaptations (as we will discuss below), studies in-
vestigating how changes made directly to the retrieval pipeline
impact learner’s behaviour are still rare. For example, Syed and
Collins-Thompson [67] designed a retrieval algorithm to improve
the ranking of documents with a higher density of vocabulary terms
related to the learner’s topic. Collins-Thompson et al. [15] demon-
strated how tweaking the ranking system according to the learner’s
reading level can also be beneficial. Finally, Athukorala et al. [3]
showed that a reinforcement-learning-based ranking algorithm
can improve the learner’s experience by balancing the diversity or
depth of the search results according to the learner’s intention.

Frontend adaptations. Most prior SAL works have focused on aid-
ing users in writing queries and organizing thoughts and con-
tent. Learning-oriented adaptations to the Search Engine Results
Page (SERP), such as displaying an outline of the topic the learner
is interested in [11], providing entity cards [61], or including con-
versational interfaces [54] have been shown to help users with
their knowledge acquisition process—at least to some extent. Ap-
proaches that help formulate queries have also been studied, as
learners’ querying behaviour plays a vital role in their learning
process [43, 74]. For instance, inspired by [69], Câmara et al. [11]
displayed a progress bar that estimates how much topic explo-
ration has been done, considerably influencing learners’ querying
behaviour. Another type of change made to the UI is related to how
learners organize their materials and thoughts, as explored by [60]
where learners were prompted to highlight parts of the text they
may find relevant and take notes directly on the SERP. Liu et al.
[45] asked learners to build mind-maps, leading to a measurable
change in their behaviour and knowledge gains.

Active learning. Some of the strategies mentioned above are exam-
ples of educational active learning techniques. Instead of passively

reading, the learner actively engages with the learning material.
These strategies have consistently been shown to considerably im-
prove learner’s knowledge retention [26, 29, 62]. A popular method
of implementing active learning is asking learners questions about
the material they come across during the search process. These
questions are designed to guide learners’ attention to specific por-
tions of the material (ideally those covering the key ideas) and,
therefore, help learners to understand and remember the material
better [38, 58]. The effects of using questions to foster learning
(i.e., adjunct question effects) are well known in the classroom set-
ting [2, 35, 56, 57]. Importantly, these questions are typically created
manually by topical and educational experts. This is an expensive
and slow process and not feasible to do at scale, considering the
quantity and diversity of online learning materials. In contrast,
automatic question generation is scalable.

2.2 Automatic Question Generation
As a critical Natural Language Processing (NLP) task, AQG has
been heavily researched over the past decades. Various template-
based [27, 36, 49] and neural network-based [9, 23, 25] methods
have been proposed. Like other NLP tasks, with the advance of PLM,
AQG approaches have jumped considerably in quality as measured
by automatic metrics and human evaluations [4, 20, 22, 41, 42, 53].
Some works have investigated the application of AQG to educa-
tion [1, 8, 13, 19, 39, 40, 64, 65, 72]. These prior works though, focus
mainly on how to apply AQG methods to educational materials
and how to generate various types of questions for educational
purposes. The effects of automatically generated questions on human
learning still need to be well investigated.

Several works [33, 46, 66, 68] have recently begun to study this
question. In particular, Syed et al. [68] systematically analyzed the
effectiveness of AQG on human learning compared to manually
curated questions, as well as other impact factors such as learners’
prior knowledge, the type of adjunct questions (factoid or synthe-
sis), and the content that questions focused on. Like Syed et al. [68],
Steuer et al. [66] studied automatically generated adjunct questions’
effects on non-native speakers’ English vocabulary learning. The
effects were evaluated by the self-report of prior knowledge on the
topic and the correctness of post-test questions. Van Campenhout
et al. [70] used automatically generated questions in a university
course as formative practice and evaluated the questions’ effects by
measuring the students’ behaviour such as engagement in practice.
However, these works were conducted in a controlled scenario by
showing participants one Wikipedia article or a fixed list of docu-
ments and corresponding questions (around 100).

Finally, we point out that in our work, we considered two types
of questions: factoid questions and synthesis questions. Factoid
questions focus on specific facts in the document; these questions
primarily address the Remembering level of cognitive complexity
in Bloom’s taxonomy [7]. In contrast, synthesis questions require
higher levels of cognitive complexity like Analyze and Evaluate.
In Syed et al. [68], while the factoid questions were automatically
generated, the synthesis questions were not. In our work, we extend
prior work in two directions: (i) we instantiate the concept of ad-
junct questions in an actual search system, and (ii) we automatically
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generate different types of questions and investigate their effect on
behaviour & learning.

3 ADJUNCT QUESTIONS IN SEARCHX
3.1 SearchX Interface
To carry out this study, inspired by [11, 60, 68], we used SearchX [52],
a modular, open-source framework that supports IR experiments.
SearchX contains a number of modern search engine front-end
features and widgets akin to a contemporary web search engine’s
SERP. Moreover, combined with LogUI [48], it offers fine-grained
search logs (hovers, clicks, scrolls, etc.). Figure 1 shows the inter-
face we implemented for our experiments. ➊ represents the query
box (without query auto-completion). ➋ denotes the timer to help
participants count the task time. After the search session lasts at
least 20 minutes, the To Final Test button becomes available and
leads the participant to the post-test when clicked. The task de-
scription is shown in ➌, where the assigned topic is bold-faced.
➍ represents the search results page. We show 10 results per page
and up to 5 pages, which we consider sufficient search depth as
participants only sometimes go beyond the second page [34, 50].
The search results are provided by ElasticSearch1. Notably, we show
a short snippet created by extracting document sentences contain-
ing content words of the query in order to provide participants
with essential information. Once the participant clicks on a link, a
scrollable document viewer ➎ pops up and displays the document.
At the bottom of the viewer is the AQG widget ➏, which is invisi-
ble for participants in the control condition (Qnone). In the other
three conditions, it shows one automatically generated question
about the document. A participant can only proceed to another
document or the SERP if they provide some answer to the question.
The answer correctness does not affect participants’ payment and
is only used for further analysis.

3.2 Automatic Adjunct Question Generation
3.2.1 Dataset. Realistic learning by searching involves searching,
reading, and gathering knowledge over large-scale open-domain
documents. While we could have opted for a web search API as
a retrieval backend, this was not feasible as we could not gener-
ate questions at scale from any website within a few milliseconds.
Instead, we selected a corpus and pre-computed the questions of
each type. Specifically, we used the benchmarkY1train set of the
TREC-CAR v1.5 dataset [21]. This dataset contains a set of struc-
tured Wikipedia topics with headings designed to retrieve answers
for complex information needs—it has been used in prior SAL re-
search [11, 60]. We used 117 topics in the benchmarkY1train set
and the 91 vocabulary terms (representative concept phrases) cre-
ated by Câmara et al. [11]. Additionally, we extracted 136 topics
from the TREC-CAR train-v1.5 set that contained the vocabu-
lary terms to ensure participants were exposed to plenty of docu-
ments containing the target vocabulary terms. In total, we used 253
Wikipedia topics. As each topic corresponds to one long Wikipedia
article that requires considerable reading time, as shown in [68], we

1https://www.elastic.co/

split articles into 1,627 documents based on their heading structures
to engage participants with more searching and reading behaviour.

We studied two categories of questions and employed separate
question generators for each: (i) factoid (or low-level) questions
and (ii) synthesis (or high-level) questions. As illustrated in Table 1,
factoid questions seek text spans that pertain to specific facts, such
as concepts and numbers, which can be directly retrieved from the
text. In contrast, synthesis questions necessitate comprehensive
efforts, such as integrating and analyzing document information,
surpassing the mere extraction of text spans.

3.2.2 Factoid Question Generation. We used the PAQ [42] frame-
work for generating factoid questions. First, we utilized two ex-
traction methods provided by PAQ to identify text spans within
a document that are worth questioning. One method involved ex-
tracting all named entities as potential answers, as named entities
such as names, numbers, and locations often convey significant
information. The other method involved a trained neural model
as the answer span extractor called Span2DAnswerExtractor2. In
addition, we also included all vocabulary terms as question-worthy
text spans.We opted for the qgen_multi_base3, a BART [41]-based
model fine-tuned on various QA datasets as the factoid question
generator. It took the document and extracted text spans as inputs,
resulting in 65,237 questions for the 1,627 documents along with
the 253 topics. The generated questions underwent a filtering pro-
cess concerning question length and consistency. First, questions
shorter than 6 words were disregarded, resulting in the removal of
392 questions. Subsequently, the remaining questions were filtered
using PAQ’s QA-Pair filtering tool, which assessed the consistency
between the answer and the generated question. This step led to
the further filtering of 37,016 questions. If multiple valid QA pairs
existed for a single document, we selected the pair with the highest
answer score for that document. We then separated all factoid ques-
tions into two groups: questions regarding the vocabulary terms
(Qterm, 750, covering 64 terms) and other text spans (Qrandom, 1,627).
Although answers for Qrandom tend to be informative and impor-
tant, they were extracted regardless of the participants’ learning
goals.

3.2.3 SynthesisQuestion Generation. Synthesis questions typically
require more than text spans from the documents to provide com-
prehensive answers. PAQ is primarily trained to cater to factoid
questions, so it may not bewell-suited for generating synthesis ques-
tions. To address this limitation, we opted to fine-tune the BART
model [41] using the ELI5 dataset [28] that comprises complex,
diverse questions that require long-form multi-sentence answers,
e.g.,Why are flutes classified as woodwinds when most of them are
made out of metal?, aligning with the requirements of synthesis
question generation. We generated one synthesis question for each
document paragraph, resulting in 5,393 synthesis questions. Among
the questions of the same document, we selected the longest one
as the synthesis question for the study, i.e., we kept 1,627 synthesis
questions.

Table 1 shows examples of our generated factoid and synthesis
questions. As shown in these examples, facts to answer theQrandom

2https://github.com/facebookresearch/PAQ#answer-extraction
3https://github.com/facebookresearch/PAQ
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Table 1: An example of automatically generated questions from a given document. Shown here are two factoid questions
(𝑄random,𝑄term) and a synthesis question (𝑄synthesis). Highlighted in cyan and pink are answers for creating the corresponding

factoid questions. Extracted word spans that are filtered out are highlighted in violet .

Example Irritable bowel syndrome

Document

Approximately 10 percent of IBS cases are triggered by an acute gastroenteritis infection. Genetic defects relating to the innate immune system and
epithelial barrier as well as high stress and anxiety levels appear from evidence to increase the risk of developing post-infectious IBS. Post-infectious IBS
usually manifests itself as the diarrhea predominant subtype. Evidence has demonstrated that the release of high levels of proinflammatory cytokines

during acute enteric infection causes increased gut permeability leading to translocation of the commensal bacteria across the epithelial barrier
resulting in significant damage to local tissues which is likely to result in chronic gut abnormalities in sensitive individuals. However, increased gut
permeability is strongly associated with IBS regardless of whether IBS was initiated by an infection or not.

Qrandom What percentage of ibs cases are triggered by an acute gastroenteritis infection? 10 percent

Qterm What part of the gut is affected by irritable bowel syndrome? epithelial barrier
Qsynthesis Why do some people develop IBS more often than others?

and Qterm questions can be directly found in the document as
text spans. In contrast, the generated synthesis questions require
comparing and analyzing document contents.

3.3 Question Quality Evaluation
To ensure the quality of the generated questions, we randomly sam-
pled 30 generated questions from Qrandom, Qterm, and Qsynthesis,
respectively, in addition to 30 human-curated questions from the 4
SQuAD [55] articles used in [68] for comparison. We conducted a
human evaluation by recruiting five native English speakers with
at least undergraduate degrees as annotators. The questions were
rated on a 5-point scale concerning their relevance to their context,
the answerability, i.e., whether they can be answered with infor-
mation from the document, and the possibility that a human wrote
the question. The final rating of each question is determined by
averaging all annotators’ ratings. Table 2 reports the average score
along all these measures. We conducted a one-way ANOVA test on
the measures with respect to the question type factor. First, the av-
erage length of questions ranged from 11.3 to 13.2, and there was no
significant difference. Second, we can observe that although auto-
matically generated questions were considered less human-written,
they were still considered as likely written by humans (> 3.4 on a 5-
point scale, compared to 4.28 for human-curated SQuAD questions).
Furthermore, Qsynthesis questions were significantly lower than the
SQuAD questions in terms of relevance (𝑝 < 10−4) and answer-
ability (𝑝 < 10−4). One possible reason is synthesis questions tend
to require more cognitive complexity and background knowledge
than SQuAD questions which are simple factoid questions. Notably,
the answerability of Qrandom questions was significantly higher
than that of synthesis questions (𝑝 = 0.034). This is aligned with
our design since the synthesis questions are supposed to be more
challenging to answer.

4 USER STUDY DESIGN
4.1 Topics
In line with prior research [11, 44, 60], we designed two learning-
focused tasks to assess participants’ learning outcomes: a recall-
based vocabulary learning task and an essay writing task. The

Table 2: Comparison of SQuAD and automatically generated
questions in terms of avg. question length and human evalu-
ation for Relevance, Answerability, and Human-Written (H-
W) on a 5-point scale. † denotes the one-way ANOVA signifi-
cance, while U(SQuAD), S(Qsynthesis), R(Qrandom), T (Qterm)
indicate post-hoc significance (TukeyHSD pairwise test,
p<0.05) over four groups of questions.

Method Length Relevance† Answerability† H-W†

SQuAD 11.3 4.75TS 4.68TS 4.28TS

Qrandom 13.2 4.34 4.10S 3.79
Qterm 12.8 4.03U 3.55U 3.55U

Qsynthesis 12.0 3.87U 3.47UR 3.44U

vocabulary-learning task assessed knowledge levels on vocabulary
terms at cognitive levels like remembering and understanding based
on revised BLOOM’s taxonomy [7]. On the other hand, the essay
writing task required participants to compose a summary of at least
100 words based on their acquired knowledge during the search
session. This task aimed to assess higher cognitive levels, such
as evaluating and analyzing. We chose seven topics from the 117
topics in benchmarkY1train along with their vocabulary terms
for the learning tasks. These topics have suitable complexity, so
they are not too easy that most participants already have plenty
of knowledge or are too hard to learn in twenty minutes. Table 3
presents the topics and vocabulary terms.

4.2 Experimental Conditions
As mentioned earlier, in our user study, we assign each participant
to one of four conditions:

Qnone In the control condition, we do not show participants the
AQG widget (➏ in Figure 1) in the document viewer.

Qsynthesis In this condition, we present a participant with a high-
level synthesis question about the opened document.

Qrandom In this condition, for each document a participant opens,
we present one automatically generated factoid question re-
garding a text span like one named entity randomly sampled
from the document.
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Qterm In this condition, if there are vocabulary terms of the as-
signed topic in the document, we present the participant
with an automatically generated factoid question regarding
one of the vocabulary terms. Otherwise, a random factoid
question would be presented instead.

4.3 Study Workflow

7 Topics 4 Topics
HK Topic

LK Topic

SERP 

20 Minutes

Read QAQuery
Search
Phase

Pre-Test, 2 Topics

Post-Test + EssayDelay-Test

1 W

Figure 2: Illustration of the user study workflow. This flow
describes the experimental conditions of Qrandom, Qsynthesis,
and Qterm. The Qnone condition does not take the QA step.

We now briefly introduce the experimental procedure that con-
sists of seven phases.
1. Task Introduction. Participants read a general introduction to

the entire study workflow.
2. Survey. Participants were asked to complete a demographics

survey containing questions regarding their education level, lan-
guage skills, and their use of web search engines and online
documents for learning.

3. Topic Selection. We selected seven topics for our user study. To
prevent familiarity bias [32], we designed a two-step knowledge
selection procedure. First, we randomly chose four of seven topics
and asked participants to choose one topic they knew best and one
they knew least. Both of the topics were used for the vocabulary
knowledge pre-test.

4. Pre-Test. Participants completed two vocabulary knowledge
tests. Each test consisted of 10 vocabulary questions on the se-
lected topics. We randomly chose one topic with equal probability
as the assigned topic to learn more about in the search phase.

5. Search Phase We randomly assigned each participant to one
of our four conditions. Participants needed to spend at least 20
minutes searching and reading documents to learn about the
assigned topic in line with prior works [50, 68].

6. Post-test. After 20 minutes in the search phase, participants
could continue to the post-test that consisted of a vocabulary
test on the assigned topic (same 10 questions as in the pre-test in
shuffled order) and an essay writing assignment (100+ words).

7. Delay-testOneweek after the post-test, participants were invited
to take a delay-test which consisted of the vocabulary test as the
post-test in different question order.

4.4 Participants
We conducted our user study on the Prolific Academic4 platform.
The required number of participants was determined by a statistical
power analysis conducted with a significance level of 𝛼 = 0.05, a
power of 1 − 𝛽 = 0.80, an expected effect size of 0.25 and a group
4https://app.prolific.co

size of 4 using the software GPower [30]. This gave a minimum
required number of 𝑛 = 136 participants. To ensure the response
quality, we only recruited native English-speaking participants
within the age range of 18 to 51 with a minimum of 95% approval
rate, at least 100 successful task submissions, and at least a high-
school level of education. The entire study lasted for around 35
minutes. We paid each participant GBP £5 for the study. Overall,
178 participants completed the post-test; we rejected 18 of them
because of a lack of attention (over 5 minutes of no activity in the
browser tab) in the search phase, which led to 160 valid participants.
We further paid £1 bonus for participants who took the delay-test
after one week, and 144 valid participants returned and completed
the delay-test. Among the 144 participants (77 male, 67 female), the
median age is 34.5 (min. 20, max. 51). Forty reported a high school
degree as the highest education degree, 17 reported a community
college degree, 58 reported an undergraduate degree, 25 reported a
graduated degree, and 4 reported doctorate degrees. Table 3 reports
the number of participants over each topic and each test condition.
The 144 participants were evenly distributed among the topics, each
with a participant count ranging from 19 to 23. Table 3 also shows
the average number of queries over each topic, which ranges from
3.26 to 4.65, indicating that our participants actively engaged in the
search phase.

4.5 Metrics
4.5.1 Learning Gains. In the pre-, post-, and delay–tests, we asked
our participants to self-assess their knowledge levels on a set of vo-
cabulary terms. In line with [11, 50, 59, 60], we evaluated the study
participants’ knowledge of a term with the Vocabulary Knowledge
Scale (VKS) [73] across four levels:
1 I don’t remember having seen this term/phrase before.
2 I have seen this term/phrase before, but I don’t think I know what it means.
3 I have seen this term/phrase before, and I think it means . . .
4 I know this term/phrase. It means . . .

For both levels (3) and (4), we further asked participants to write
down the meaning of the vocabulary term in their own words that
we can use to judge the quality and reliability of the self-assessment.
To reduce the question priming effects, participants did not know
that vocabulary terms asked in the pre-test would be asked again in
the post-test. Following earlier works [11, 50, 60], we first rescored
the knowledge level self-assessments to 0 − 2. We assigned a score
of 0 to knowledge level (1) and (2), a score of 1 to knowledge level
(3), and a score of 2 to knowledge level (4). Then we evaluated the
learning gain with Realized Potential Learning (RPL) [18, 50, 63],
which is the absolute knowledge gains (ALG) measured by the
number of new vocabulary terms learned (a score change of 0
to 1 or 2 from pre-test to subsequent tests) and the number of
vocabulary terms they became more confident at (a score change
of 1 to 2) normalized by the maximum possible learning gain:

𝐴𝐿𝐺 =
1
𝑛

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

max(0, 𝑣𝑘𝑠𝑥 (𝑣𝑖 ) − 𝑣𝑘𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒 (𝑣𝑖 )) (1)

𝑅𝑃𝐿 =
𝐴𝐿𝐺

1
𝑛

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 2 − 𝑣𝑘𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒 (𝑣𝑖 )

(2)

where 𝑣𝑘𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒 (𝑣𝑖 ) is the rescored knowledge level of vocabulary 𝑣𝑖
in pre-test; 𝑣𝑘𝑠𝑥 (𝑣𝑖 ), 𝑥 ∈ {post, delay} is the rescored knowledge
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Table 3: Overview of topics and corresponding vocabulary terms chosen for learning tasks, as well as number of participants
and other associated statistics (± represents the standard deviation) over topics. Two-way ANOVA tests revealed no significant
differences in the average number of queries (𝐹 (6, 132) = 0.839, 𝑝 = 0.542).

Ethics Genetically modified
organism

Noise-induced hear-
ing loss

Radiocarbon dating
considerations Business cycle Irritable bowel syn-

drome Theory of mind

Vocabulary Terms

anarchist ethics, descrip-
tive ethics, normative
ethics, relational ethics,
virtue ethics, ethical re-
sistance, consequential-
ism, epicurean ethics,
ethics feasible, ethics
spheres

transgenic, genomes,
selective breeding,
microinjection enzyme,
chromosome, plasmid,
myxoma, kanamycin,
severe combined im-
munodeficiency, Leber’s
congenital amaurosis

acoustic trauma, dis-
comfort threshold,
cochlear damage, audio-
gram, overstimulation
of hair cells, noise con-
ditioning, excitotoxicity,
OSHA, sensorineural
hearing loss, tinnitus,
Threshold shift

carbon exchange
reservoir, isotopic
fractionation, polarity
excursion, carbonate,
geomagnetic reversals,
mass spectrometry,
upwelling, radiocarbon,
neutrons, photosynthe-
sis pathways

economic cycles, distri-
bution cycles, swing cy-
cle, wage cycle, marx-
ist model, endogenous
causes, friedman, capital
profitability, model re-
cession, austrian school

bifidobacteria infantis,
mesalazin, bile acid
malabsorption, selective
serotonin reuptake
inhibitors, Gut-brain
axis, antidepressants,
laxatives, probiotics,
celiac disease, epithelial
barrier

asperger syndrome,
theory of mindreading,
attentional reorienting,
mind development,
mind autism, hyper-
activity, perspective
experiment, intentional-
ity, perception, belief

Number of participants 21 20 21 19 19 21 23
Qnone 3 4 6 5 5 4 5
Qsynthesis 7 6 5 3 5 4 7
Qrandom 6 6 4 5 4 5 6
Qterm 5 4 6 6 5 8 5

Average number of queries 4.43(±4.20) 4.65(±3.48) 3.48(±2.34) 4.00(±3.64) 4.42(±3.44) 3.71(±2.63) 3.26(±3.52)
Median number of queries 3.00 3.50 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 2.00

level of vocabulary 𝑣𝑖 in post- or delay-test. 𝑣𝑘𝑠 (𝑣𝑖 ) ∈ {0, 1, 2} and
𝑛 is the number of vocabulary items under the tested topic.

4.5.2 Self-assessment Quality. In order to determine the quality of
vocabulary knowledge self-assessments, we sampled 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥10%
of term definitions of knowledge levels (3) and (4) from both the
pre- and post-tests (specifically, 40 from the pre-test and 60 from
the post-test) written by participants. We tasked two experts to
label these definitions as either correct, partially correct or incorrect
keeping in mind that the definitions were written by topical novices.
Based on the expert labels, among definitions of knowledge level
(3), 20% were correct, 68% were partially correct, and the remaining
12% were incorrect. Among the definitions of knowledge level (4),
70% were correct, 24% were partially correct, and the remaining 6%
were incorrect. Based on the low incorrect rate, we consider the
self-assessment reliable.

4.5.3 Automatic Assessment. Another way to scale up the assess-
ment of our participants’ definitions is to rely on large-scale lan-
guage models (LLMs). State-of-the-art LLMs such as GPT-3.5 or
GPT-4 [51] have reportedly achieved human-level performance on
various complex natural language tasks. To evaluate the influence
of uncertainty in self-assessment, we evaluated all definitions by
prompting GPT-3.5. Based on GPT-3.5’s output, we categorized
partially correct term definitions as knowledge level (3) and correct
term definitions as knowledge level (4). Incorrect term definitions
were designated as level (2). We conducted our data analyses with
both the self-assessment knowledge levels and the knowledge levels
as determined by GPT-3.5. The trends and statistical outcomes do
not differ between self-assessment and GPT-3.5-based assessment.
As an example, for the learning gain metric RPL, the scores for
Qnone, Qsynthesis, Qrandom, and Qterm conditions are 0.22(±0.16),
0.14(±0.13), 0.13(±0.14), 0.20(±0.14) respectively. Thus, in the re-
mainder of this paper, we report the learning gain evaluation
based on the self-assessed vocabulary knowledge levels only.

4.5.4 Essay Quality. In addition to RPL, we evaluated knowledge
expressed in participants’ essays with two additional measures as
learning indicators: F-Fact and T-Depth, following [60, 75]. Con-
cretely, F-Fact represents the number of individual facts in an essay,

and T-Depth represents the extent to which each subtopic is cov-
ered. We manually annotated the written essays for both measures.
For F-Fact, the annotators were required to identify topic-related
facts, e.g., “GMOs have not shown to be any more harmful”, and
count the number of facts in the entire essay. For T-Depth, annota-
tors scored the essay concerning each subtopic on a scale of 0 to 3,
where 0 represented not covered, and 3 indicated the essay covered
the subtopic with great focus. The overall T-Depth score is the
average of all subtopic T-Depth scores in the same topic. Five anno-
tators (authors of this paper) divided 160 essays among themselves.
Twenty essays were annotated by all annotators, achieving a Pear-
son correlation of 0.73 for F-Fact and 0.75 for T-Depth, indicating
high inter-annotator agreement for the metrics.

4.5.5 Behaviour Metrics. The engagement in the search process is
usually correlated with the learning outcome. Previous works [17,
59, 68, 76] have investigated a series of effective behaviour met-
rics as proxy measures for learning. Following prior research, we
extracted seven types of search and reading behaviour from our
collected search logs: (i) the number of queries a participant
formulates; (ii) the number of unique documents a participant
viewed; (iii) the number of snippets a participant viewed; (iv)
the average time of between queries; (v) the average time be-
tween documents; (vi) the average document dwell time; (vii)
the number of mouse scrolls over the opened documents.

4.5.6 Answer Quality. To examine whether participants indeed en-
gaged with the adjunct questions, we evaluated participant-written
answer quality of the factoid questions with EM (Exact Match)
score, whichmeasures the percentage of answers that match exactly
with ground-truth answers, and (macro-averaged) F1 score [31, 55],
which treats all answers as bags of tokens and calculate the average
overlap between the participants’ answers and the ground truth
answer. We found the F1 scores of answers to Qrandom and Qterm
were 0.589 and 0.408, and the EM scores of answers to Qrandom
and Qterm were 0.523 and 0.322, respectively. These results first
confirmed that participants indeed engaged with the questions.
However, participants cannot always find the exact answer spans
(The EM score was lower than the F1 score in both conditions).
Both F1 and EM scores of Qterm answers were lower than Qrandom
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answers, indicating that questions on vocabulary terms were more
challenging to answer compared to questions on random facts from
the document.

5 RESULTS
In this section, we discuss the results of our user study. As a sanity
check, we first analyze participants’ overall learning gains. Fig-
ure 3a reports the distribution of knowledge levels reported in
pre-, post-, and delay-tests. Participants marked fewer vocabulary
terms as knowledge levels 1 or 2 and more as knowledge levels
3 and 4 in post- and delay-tests than the pre-test, which shows
that participants learned both short-term (post-test) and long-term
(delay-test) vocabulary knowledge over the assigned topics in the
task. Furthermore, Figure 3b shows detailed knowledge state tran-
sitions on each condition from pre-test to post-test. Although the
assessment on most vocabulary terms (> 50%) remained unchanged
and transitions among lower knowledge levels accounted for most
learning gains, participants did achieve learning gains in all condi-
tions. These results, together with the evaluation of participants’
self-assessment quality (Section 4.5.2) and the quality of answers
to the adjunct questions (Section 4.5.6), validate our system and
experimental design. On average, participants were indeed actively
engaged and learning throughout the study.
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Figure 3: (a) Distributions of vocabulary knowledge levels
in the pre-test, post-test, and delay-test. (b) The fraction of
vocabulary knowledge changes from pre-test to post-test.

We now present study results in line with the research questions.
Table 4 presents the main results. We conducted two-way ANOVA
tests on these measures, considering the assigned topics and the
conditions as factors, and examined the main effects with 𝛼 = 0.05.
TukeyHSD pairwise tests were used for post-hoc analysis.

5.1 RQ1: Adjunct Question Effects in SAL
5.1.1 Effects of AdjunctQuestions on Participants’ Search Behaviour.
In our user study, participants were required to learn one topic by
searching and reading for at least 20 minutes. The average docu-
ment dwell time (Row XIV in Table 4) of participants who received
adjunct questions was significantly longer than Qnone (𝑝 < 0.05).
As a consequence of the longer dwell time, we also observed the
number of queries (Row IX, 𝐹 (3, 116) = 6.70, 𝑝 = 3×10−4), the num-
ber of unique documents (Row X, 𝑝 = 2× 10−6 ), and the number of
unique snippets (Row XI, 𝑝 = 0.001) that participants viewed to be
significantly lower than participants in Qnone. The average time be-
tween queries of participants with adjunct questions (ranging from

636 s to 741 s) was significantly longer thanQnone participants (Row
XII, 𝑝 = 3.7 × 10−4). In addition, we also measured participants’
in-document mouse activities, i.e., the number of scrolls while read-
ing one document (Row XV). We observed that participants had
more scrolls when presented with adjunct questions, indicating
more concentrated reading behaviour. These results confirm that
adjunct questions significantly impact participants’ behaviour, which
is consistent with findings from [68].
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Figure 4: Distribution of post-test and delay-test RPL scores
(a) w/ vs. w/o adjunct questions, (b) with all conditions.

5.1.2 Effects of Adjunct Questions on Participants’ Learning Gains.
Recall that we evaluated participants’ learning outcomes with RPL.
Figure 4a shows that in both the post- and delay-test, the RPL
of Qnone participants was higher than that of participants who
received adjunct questions (Qsynthesis, Qrandom, and Qterm) (Post-
test: 𝑀. = 0.23 vs. 𝑀 = 0.17, 𝑝 = 0.026, Delay-test: 𝑀. = 0.17 vs.
𝑀. = 0.12, 𝑝 = 0.14, where𝑀. represents the Mean value). Figure 4b
shows a detailed comparison broken down to all conditions. The
Qnone and the Qterm participants had similar short-term retention
(𝑀. = 0.23 vs.𝑀. = 0.23). Both were significantly higher than the
Qrandom condition (𝑀. = 0.23 vs 𝑀. = 0.13, 𝑝 = 0.02) and higher
than Qsynthesis (𝑀. = 0.24 vs 𝑀. = 0.14, 𝑝 = 0.06). The delay-test
RPL (Row IV) reflects the long-term learning outcomes. Qrandom
exhibited the worst results;Qterm was close toQnone. Previous work
like [68] showed that participants spent substantially more time
reading the same reading materials when presented with adjunct
questions. Recall that participants had limited task time, and in the
adjunct question conditions, participants read significantly fewer
documents, which can partly explain the negative effects of adjunct
questions. This is also aligned with an earlier classroom study of
adjunct questions [35], where the length of the task time is an
essential factor in learning outcomes.

To sum up, our study revealed that participants who received
adjunct questions exhibited more fine-grained reading behaviour
but had lower retention. However, when appropriate questions
were posed, these participants achieved comparable short-term
and long-term learning gains while reading significantly fewer
documents. This highlights the importance of understanding learn-
ers’ knowledge requirements and time constraints for presenting
adjunct questions.
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Table 4: Mean (± standard deviations) of evaluation metrics across all participants in each condition. † denotes the two-way
ANOVA significance, while N ,S,R,T indicate post-hoc significance (TukeyHSD pairwise test, p<0.05) over the four conditions
Qnone, Qsynthesis, Qrandom, and Qterm, respectively.

Measure Qnone Qsynthesis Qrandom Qterm
I. Number of participants 32 37 36 39
II. Search phase 19m47s(±1𝑚46𝑠) 21m5s(±3𝑚16𝑠) 20m6s(±2𝑚30𝑠) 20m18s(±2𝑚56𝑠)
III. Post-Test RPL† 0.23(±0.18)R 0.14(±0.14) 0.13(±0.12)NT 0.23(±0.15)R
IV. Delay-Test RPL 0.17(±0.20) 0.11(±0.12) 0.10(±0.12) 0.16(±0.19)
V. Flesch score 52.00(±12.33) 49.67(±17.06) 52.56(±13.23) 56.49(±13.42)
VI. T-Depth 0.87(±0.35) 0.91(±0.48) 0.78(±0.47) 0.81(±0.41)
VII. F-Fact 13.88(±7.82) 12.68(±6.38) 10.16(±7.28) 12.68(±8.57)
VIII. Fraction of topical terms used by essays 0.05(±0.04) 0.04(±0.03) 0.03(±0.03) 0.04(±0.02)
IX. Number of queries† 6.09(±3.90)SRT 3.49(±2.80)N 3.11(±2.78)N 3.49(±3.16)N
X. Number of unique documents viewed† 13.44(±6.65)SRT 7.49(±3.01)N 9.47(±5.14)N 9.10(±3.89)N
XI. Number of snippets† 45.09(±21.16)SRT 31.57(±17.55)N 32.47(±16.61)N 28.38(±15.70)N
XII. Average time between queries (secs.)† 379.97(±329.66)SRT 685.47(±368.11)N 740.67(±375.35)N 615.45(±380.46)N
XIII. Average time between documents (secs.) 18.78(±16.89) 20.20(±13.70) 20.40(±19.73) 19.85(±20.87)
XIV. Average document dwell time(s)† 73.99(±35.46)ST 182.89(±149.15)NRT 128.21(±54.73)S 128.93(±59.32)NS

XV Number of scrolls† 14.62(±18.76)S 98.18(±94.79)NRT 38.99(±43.97)S 36.30(±28.86)S
XVI. Average number of non-stopwords in answers† – 6.75(±4.50)RT 0.82(±1.02)S 1.15(±1.38)S
XVII. Average reading time before answering (secs.) – 116.43(±120.90) 98.32(±46.91) 89.73(±48.79)
XVIII. Average time to create answers (secs.)† – 36.55(±24.17)RT 9.82(±8.79)S 13.49(±16.28)S
XIX. F1 score† – – 0.58(±0.20)T 0.39(±0.23)R
XX. EM score† – – 0.51(±0.24)T 0.30(±0.26)R

5.2 RQ2: Factors that Influence Automatically
Generated Adjunct Questions’ Effects

5.2.1 Impacts of Question Types. Syed et al. [68] found that partic-
ipants spent more time reading with additional synthesis questions
while having similar learning gains with those who received only
factoid questions. As shown in Row XIV of Table 4, compared to
participants in factoid question conditions (Qrandom and Qterm),
Qsynthesis participants had significantly longer average document
dwell time (183s, 𝑝 < 0.05). Similarly, Qsynthesis participants exe-
cuted significantly more scrolls (Row XV,𝑀. = 98, 𝑝 < 10−4) and
spent more time reading before answering the adjunct question
(Row XVII,𝑀. = 116𝑠 vs.𝑀. = 98𝑠 and 90s respectively) than par-
ticipants who received factoid questions. Additionally, participants
in the Qsynthesis condition produced significantly longer answers
for adjunct questions (Row XVI, 𝑝 < 10−18) and spent the longest
time writing their answers (Row XVIII, 𝑝 < 10−9). These results
indicate that compared to factoid questions, the generated synthe-
sis questions cause more cognitive burden. Qsynthesis participants
have to spend more time reading, rewinding, and writing answers,
which aligns with the previous work [68].

Regarding the learning outcomes, Qsynthesis participants had
similar RPL to Qrandom in both post-test (𝑀. = 0.14 vs.𝑀. = 0.13)
and delay-test (𝑀. = 0.11 vs.𝑀. = 0.10). In addition, we also mea-
sured participants’ learning with essay writing (at least 100 words)
in the post-test. Specifically, we consider T-Depth (measuring the
number of subtopics covered) and F-Fact (measuring the number of
atomic facts). As seen in Table 4 (Row VI and Row VII), Qsynthesis
participants exhibited the highest T-Depth score among all adjunct
question conditions. These results showed that although essays
created by participants in Qsynthesis were the most difficult to read
(with the lowest Flesch reading ease score of 49.67), they provided
better topic coverage and a comparable number of facts. Thus, we
conclude that compared with factoid questions, synthesis questions

may cause a higher cognitive burden and higher performance on
tests (i.e., essay writing) that require higher cognitive complexity
than factoid questions regarding random text spans.

5.2.2 Impacts of Question Target Selection. As target selection is
an essential procedure for generating questions, especially factoid
questions, we investigate the effects of question target selection
via the conditions Qrandom and Qterm. Recall that the answers (for
which to generate questions) in Qrandom were text spans extracted
from the document and the answers for Qterm were the vocabulary
terms of the assigned topic. To this end, we collected 377 document
viewings in condition Qterm, 63.4% of which targeted the assigned
topic’s terms. 58.8% of all topic terms were covered. As seen in rows
from IX to XV of Table 4, participants in Qrandom and Qterm did
not show significant differences in the activity measures, although
Qrandom spentmore time between queries on average.When it came
to answering the questions, we found Qterm participants spent less
time reading before writing answers (Row XVII, 𝑀. = 89.73 vs.
𝑀. = 98.32, 𝑝 = 0.89) and spent longer time writing answers (Row
XVIII, 𝑀. = 13.49 vs. 𝑀. = 9.82, 𝑝 = 0.64) than Qrandom, but
these differences were also not statistically significant. In contrast,
Qterm participants’ answers to adjunct questions showed signifi-
cantly lower quality in terms of the F1 score (Row XIX,𝑀. = 0.39
vs. 𝑀. = 0.58, 𝑝 < 10−4) and EM score (Row XX, 𝑀. = 0.3 vs.
𝑀. = 0.58, 𝑝 < 10−4). This may be due to the different complexity
of the target answers. Vocabulary terms of the assigned topic tend
to be more complex than the randomly chosen answer spans, such
as named entities in the document. Notably, Qterm participants
had better short-term learning outcomes (Row III, Post-test RPL,
𝑀. = 0.23 vs. 𝑀. = 0.13, 𝑝 = 0.02) and long-term retention (Row
IV, Delay-test RPL,𝑀 = 0.16 vs.𝑀 = 0.10, 𝑝 = 0.06) than Qrandom
participants. We also found that Qterm participants had better yet
not significant essay quality in all evaluated measures compared to
Qrandom participants. These observations suggest that compared
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with random target answer selection, guiding the users according to
their learning goals achieves significantly better learning gains de-
spite similar observed search behaviour, indicating the importance
of learning goal-aware adaptive AQG for adjunct questions.
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Figure 5: Distribution of post-test (a) and delay-test (b) RPL
scores of HK and LK participants with all conditions.

5.2.3 Impacts of Prior-Knowledge. Participants’ prior knowledge
may influence their behaviour, like the reading time [14] and their
ability to identify the answer without reading. Thus, the effects of
adjunct questions are sensitive to participants’ prior knowledge
levels [68] and may cause contrasting effects. In this paper, we
considered a participant as high-knowledge (HK) for a topic if her
average pre-test score was higher than the median and otherwise
low-knowledge (LK). We classified 71 participants as HK partici-
pants and 73 as LK participants. Figure 5 compares the RPL of HK
and LK participants in each condition in post-test (Figure 5a) and
delay-test (Figure 5b). On average, HK participants exhibited higher
RPL scores in all conditions during both the post-test and delay-
test except Qrandom in the post-test. Specifically, in the delay-test,
Qsynthesis HK participants had significantly higher RPL than the
LK group (𝑀. = 0.15 vs.𝑀. = 0.06, 𝑝 = 0.044). Moreover, compared
with the RPL decrease from the post-test to the delay-test in other
conditions, Qsynthesis HK participants show a slighter RPL decrease
( 0.16 ⇒ 0.15). These results indicate that synthetic questions that
require higher-level cognition lead to better long-term retention
for more knowledgeable learners than other conditions.
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Figure 6: The Pearson correlation values between RPL and
the average pre-test score in post-test and delay-test.

We further investigated the correlation between the learning
outcomes (both short-term and long-term) measured by RPL and
participants’ prior-knowledge measured by the pre-test vocabu-
lary knowledge evaluation. Figure 6 shows the Pearson correlation

scores. First, across all conditions, both post- and delay-test RPL
scores were positively related to participants’ prior knowledge.
Furthermore, we found that Qnone participants’ post-test RPL was
strongly correlated with their prior-knowledge. However, adjunct
questions mitigated the correlation, particularly in Qsynthesis con-
dition, where there was no correlation between the post-test RPL
and prior-knowledge. Lastly, we noted that the correlation with
prior-knowledge was generally weaker in the delay-test than in the
post-test, except in theQsynthesis condition, where in contrast partic-
ipants exhibited a much stronger correlation in the delay-test than
in the post-test. These findings indicate the importance of adapting
different AQG strategies based on learners’ prior-knowledge levels.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We note some limitations stemming from the study design and
the result assessments of our study that indicate potential direc-
tions for future research. First, we generate questions with the PAQ
framework. As Large Language Models (LLMs) have demonstrated
significantly better zero-shot and few-shot text generation quality,
it is natural to extend this research to study the effects of applying
LLMs for adjunct question generation in the SAL scenario. Fur-
thermore, we adopted the vocabulary learning task and the essay
writing task for evaluating learning outcomes. We note the devi-
ation between conclusions drawn from vocabulary learning and
essay writing tasks. The vocabulary learning task may limit the
ability to assess the understanding of deeper learning levels, which
encourages further research on knowledge assessment methods.
Last, the length of the task time is an essential factor in learning
outcomes, but in this study, all participants in the experiment spent
around 20 minutes in the search phase. As we can observe in Ta-
ble 4, participants who received adjunct questions issued fewer
queries and viewed fewer documents than those in the control
condition. This may explain the findings that participants in the
control condition scored higher than those who received questions.

7 CONCLUSIONS
This paper explored the effects of automatically generated adjunct
questions in the complex search as learning scenario through a user
study. The empirical results confirm previous findings—adjunct
questions significantly influence participants’ behaviour and learn-
ing outcomes, though in our study these effects vary across different
conditions. We found evidence that with adjunct questions, partici-
pants weremore engagedwith the search results than those without
adjunct questions. As a potential consequence of longer reading
time, adjunct questions may negatively affect learning gains if the
learning time is the same across all conditions. Furthermore, our
results demonstrate the importance of adopting different types of ad-
junct questions for learning tasks with different cognitive complex-
ity. Selecting targeting answers for adjunct questions according to
participants’ learning goals can significantly improve participants’
learning outcomes. Lastly, we found participants’ prior-knowledge
had essential impacts on their learning gains, especially when they
were posed with adjunct questions that required higher cognitive
levels. Adjunct questions may mitigate the correlation between
learning outcomes and the prior-knowledge.
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